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To our supporters, donors, and our Get REAL community,

First and foremost, we wish to say thank you. If you are reading this, whether you have been part of our journey since 2011, or whether 
you heard about us last week, we appreciate you. 

For us, if we could sum up our 2023 year, it would be community, systems, and support. 

From developing new processes to meet the demands for our first year back to almost exclusively in-person workshop programming, to 
managing the workload for ongoing programs, campaigns, new resources and in-person events, to navigating a landscape of increasing 
misinformation, fear, hate, and violence, 2023 was without a doubt an incredibly challenging year, on many levels. But as we reflect on 
our 2023 year, we know that our direction was worth it, and we are incredibly proud at our impact made, and of our team’s work 
through the past twelve months. 

From an education perspective, we are incredibly proud to have directly impacted 240,300 participants, including teachers, 
parents, and corporate audiences, through our workshop program. In yet another year of intense polarization, hate, and 
violence against marginalized communities, being able to combat 2SLGBTQ+ discrimination, racism, and bullying directly with 
education, with positive Black and 2SLGBTQ+ role models, for over a quarter of a million individuals across the country - 216,000 of 
them being youth - means so much to us, both professionally, and personally. We also completed our first workshops, and translated our 
Curriculum Pieces into French, an important new addition to our workshop programming moving forward. 

From a youth support perspective, we further developed our overall support of marginalized youth, impacting 1,050 individuals 
directly through our University Chapters, After-School Programs, 2SLGBTQ+ Virtual Counselling Program, our 
Conferences, our Summits, and our advocacy and educational events, such as A-Polish Gender Norms. We developed 
impactful new events, including two virtual film festivals for Black History Month and Pride Month, and our first ever Virtual 
Career Conference for university and college students from across Canada who face one or more barriers to entering the workforce, 
and brought back our annual “Pride On A Boat” fundraiser for the first time since 2019. As we look back on 2023, those moments of 
community, of mentorship, and of support, were some of the most needed and most meaningful that we have had to date. 

From a resource perspective, we created 5 amazing new resources, “Diverse Media Series”, “Mythbusters”, “Steps of Strength”, our 
new Virtual Chapter, and our first ever children’s book “Small Acts Every Day”. We also brought back our Get REAL Awards for the 
first time since 2020, and expanded our “Locals & Legends” educational resource beyond Black History Month to include playlists for 
Pride Month and Latin American Heritage Month. 

......

Letter from Executive Directors 
Marley Bowen and Chris Studer



The 176 original videos that we produced in 2023 - both educational and advocacy-based - were viewed over 1 million times 
(1,078,428) for the second year in a row, marking again an  impact and reach that we are incredibly proud of, a testament to the hard 
work and creativity of our team led by Content Manager Monica Henao, with crucial support from our new Media Coordinator & Office 
Manager Laura Favacho. 

In a year marked with devastating levels of global strife, violence, and discrimination, we came together as a team working alongside key 
community members to use our merchandise and resources to raise funds where we could, for not only our own work as a 
non-profit, but for different fellow charities working on the ground to help 2SLGBTQ+ individuals from around the world escape 
persecution and seek safety in Canada, combat antisemitism and further education around the Holocaust, lobby for better legal protections 
for 2SLGBTQ+ folks in the United States, and provide crucial humanitarian aid and medical care to civilians in Gaza and around the world. 

To accomplish this, we needed the right team. We welcomed Laura and Workshop & Education Coordinator Joseph Enriquez to our 
full-time team, and Wren Bond moved up to DEI & Education Manager. We also needed the right systems, and set to work developing and 
implementing new policies and best practices for our workshops, school tours, onboarding, events, impact measurement, professional 
development and internal education, and media and communications, led by Wren, Laura, Monica, and our Chapter & Events Manager, 
Courtney Allain. 

Without a doubt, 2024 is going to prove to be more demanding in terms of meeting the demand for our programming -- especially in the 
ongoing effort to raise the funds to meet this demand -- but as a team, we are focused on the new resources, education, and youth support that 
we have planned for the coming year, and confident that we are going into the coming year with an exceptional team of dedicated, 
hardworking, passionate, and kind individuals who don’t give up, but instead pull together and support one another when things get tough, 
not to mention our Board of Directors, whose unwavering support means so much. 

This impact would not be possible without donors and supporters like you. As 2023 comes to a close, and we reflect back events 
in our country, and in our world, that reinforce just how much this work is needed, we want to thank you, from all of us at Get REAL, for 
providing not only the crucial funding, but also the encouragement and support, which empowers us to do our small part in the world to 
combat hate with education, visibility, and vulnerability, and provide support to as many marginalized youth, and their allies, as we can. 

Thank you for believing in us. We hope that we have made you proud to support our 
programming in 2023, and are looking ahead to 2024 with learnings, with 
determination, and with hope. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Studer & Marley Bowen
Executive Directors, The Get REAL Movement
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Our mission is to combat 2SLGBTQ+ discrimination, 
racism, and bullying in schools, summer camps, and 
workplaces. 

We accomplish this through our two core areas of focus: 

Education
offering Inclusivity, Anti-Racism, and Trans 101 Workshops 
for students, teachers, parents, and workplaces, and by 
producing online and in-person resources, including 
curriculum pieces, posters, videos, and merchandise, 
and through:

Leadership development and youth support 
through our University Chapter, High School After-School, 
our 2SLGBTQ+ Virtual Counselling Programs, and our 
Summits.

get real program overview



workshops



• Workshops remain the biggest part of our programming, with
2SLGBTQ+ and Black speakers facilitating modules focused on
combatting discrimination and fostering support for marginalized
youth and adults through education.

• Enacting change through education is what inspired us to found Get
REAL in February 2011; last school year, we crossed the milestone
impact of 1 million students, and we are continuing to build out a
strong team to meet the growing demand for our programming.

• Some of this year’s highlights include:
o Impacting over 200,000 students in schools across 5 provinces,

including 9 school tours, with our Student Workshops
o Impacting 1,800 educators and parents through our Staff &

Parent Workshops
o 657 workshops completed in total
o The maintaining of our exceptional ongoing workshop ratings

(see page 15)
o Our first workshops completed in French and in Québec, and

our Curriculum Pieces translated into French, led by Lead
Speaker Clément Moudiongui

o Workshop & Education Coordinator Wren Bond moving into a
Education & DEI Manager role, and the hiring on Lead
Speaker Joseph Enriquez full-time as Workshop & Education
Coordinator

Workshops - 2023 Summary



• Some of this year’s highlights include:
o Our first time speaking in 6 new school boards: Renfrew County

District School Board, Rainy River District School Board,
Niagara Catholic District School Board, Upper Canada District
School Board, Algonquin & Lakeshore Catholic District School
Board, and the Catholic District School Board of Eastern
Ontario, where we were the first 2SLGBTQ+ group to have
worked there to date!

o New official board-wide partnerships with Dufferin-Peel
Catholic District School Board, York Region District School
Board, Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board, Lambton-
Kent District School Board, and the Ottawa-Carleton District
School Board

o We developed efficient processes and improved resources within
the areas of speaker onboarding, training, mental health
supports, and travel

o A substantial increase in our G.S.A. (Gender-Sexuality Alliance /
Gay-Straight Alliance) and Positive Space Group support

Workshops - 2023 Highlights 
Continued



sample pages from our curriculum pieces



French Workshop Launch!

• Get REAL has launched our first French Anti- Racism workshops this 2023 school year!

• This year, Get REAL has been able to translate our current curriculum pieces to help reach more youth
across Canada. So far this has lead to approximately 2000 students being impacted directly, in French,
across 5 schools, with our Inclusivity and Anti-Racism Workshops!



"Durant le mois de décembre, j'ai eu la chance de donner l'atelier sur l'antiracisme 
noir à des écoles de langue française dans la province et ailleurs. Avec plus d'une 
centaine d'élèves atteint, ceci fut pour moi une expérience unique; non seulement 
du fait que j'ai pu partager mon histoire dans ma langue première, mais aussi de 
rejoindre une nouvelle audience qui partage cette langue avec moi. Les 
conversations qui sont ressorties étaient enrichissantes et profondes, et chaque 
groupe était captivé et participatif du début à la fin. J'aimerais remercier TikTok 
Canada de nous avoir donner cette chance, mais aussi d'ouvrir la porte également 
à notre audience de langue française. J'ai déjà hate de continuer ce travail avec le 
mouvement Get REAL, et je suis certains que nous continuerons de planter des 
graines de changements dans la vie de nos étudiants francophones."

Get REAL Speaker

Clem



"During December, I had the opportunity to give the Anti-Black 
racism workshop to French-language schools in the province and 
elsewhere. With more than a hundred students reached, this was a 
unique experience for me; Not only because I could share my story 
in my primary language, but also because I could reach a new 
audience who shares that language with me. The emerging 
conversations were enriching and profound, and each group was 
captivated and engaged from start to finish. I'd like to thank TikTok 
Canada for giving us this opportunity, but also for opening the door 
to our French-speaking audience as well. 
I look forward to continuing this work with The Get REAL 
Movement, and I am confident that we will continue to plant seeds 
of change in the lives of our Francophone students."

Get REAL Speaker

Clem



sample pages from our French curriculum pieces



98% of teachers said presenters
were professional

99% of teachers would
recommend Get REAL to a colleague

99% of teachers said the
workshop had a positive impact on 

their students

4.7 out of 5,
or a 94% teacher rating overall

5 provinces visited

6 New School Boards welcomed Get REAL 
Speakers

657 workshop completed in 2023

Over 200,000 students directly impacted

1,800 educators and parents impacted 
through our Staff & Parent Workshops

Workshops - Stats
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Feedback



"When I started working with GET REAL, I realized that I was working with a group of people who not only cared 
deeply about what they were doing but also cared about each other and the team they were working with. I was very 
excited to start speaking for GET REAL and to become part of such an important movement, but I was also incredibly 
nervous as it had been a while since I had done public speaking. I felt as though maybe I wasn’t good enough to be part 
of a team of such inspiring and talented people, I thought that I could never be prepared for talking to hundreds of 
people about my story, I didn’t even know where to start. Right away however in my training process with Chris, Marley 
and Courtney, they made me not only feel prepared by giving me the tools and the practice I needed, but they helped me 
feel empowered and helped me have confidence in myself again. They encouraged me along the process of memorization 
and were there to support me in any way I needed, whether this was going over scripts one on one, or even just 
motivational chats or emails about my progress. This support and their consistent investment in me as a speaker helped 
create an excitement and helped my confidence grow, as I knew they were confident I could thrive.

When I finally got to go into schools and talk to students, again it was nerve wracking and I was afraid. But the immense 
support was evident from my team, and they helped me through the anxiety. It was incredible to see how many students 
resonated with our message and connected with our stories. I feel so happy that so many kids felt comfortable coming up 
to us afterwards and sharing their stories with us. I feel as though our stories and workshops helped them feel less alone. 
Being able to talk to students about my story is honestly such a life changing moment for me as well, as it’s the first time I 
have openly discussed many things about my struggles, my identity and my experiences with people. GET REAL has not 
only given me the opportunity to help make positive change, but also has allowed me to feel more comfortable in my own 
identity and connect to community I had never felt able to connect to before. 

Kiona Osowski
Get REAL Speaker 

GET REAL has changed my life, it 
has changed my perspective of myself 
and most importantly, it  is changing 
the lives of many kids across the 
world. I feel so incredibly grateful to 
be part of this team and can’t wait to 
see what the future brings and what 
changes we can help make.”



"I have been working with The Get REAL Movement as a second speaker facilitating 
2SLGBTQ+ inclusivity workshops over the course of the last year and it has been an 
incredible experience. The team at Get REAL assisted me greatly through the training 
process. One way in which they did this was by helping me to craft my story by bringing 
all of the pieces of my journey together to be as impactful, authentic, and honest as 
possible. Crafting our stories and sharing them with other people can be an incredibly 
vulnerable position to be in, but everyone at Get REAL was always ensuring that I felt safe 
and supported throughout my training, and also during workshops.  

The training process of learning how to facilitate the workshops was also very effective. 
The people training me always communicated effectively, were available whenever 
needed, and approached all conversations and questions with patience and kindness. The 
supportive environment and culture at Get REAL has helped foster a positive learning 
process and safe community for me, for which I am eternally grateful. 

Having the opportunity to be vulnerable and share some of my story with students and 
school communities in a safe and supportive organization has had a huge impact on my 
life. Reaching our younger generation through sharing stories and exchanging information 
gives me great fulfilment in my life, and in each and every workshop I feel honoured to 
witness the growth and connection between students, staff, and speakers. I look forward to 
continuing this work with Get REAL in the future."

Rachael BerWald 
Get REAL Speaker 



"My experience with Get REAL in the first year of working 
with them has been tremendous. Starting with my training and 
story cultivation from Courtney and Chris, which helped to craft 
my story to be more direct and engaging, I find the responses to it 
have been overwhelming from adults and children alike. It's 
rewarding to know that with each session I'm potentially reaching 
minds and hearts on an issue I feel is one of the largest facing our 
society today. This is infinite work for me, and I'm enjoying having 
a chance to do it with The Get REAL Movement!"

Kamau
Get REAL Speaker



"I had a great experience in my training to become 
a speaker. Get REAL gave me valuable information 
when it came to writing my story and aided me in 
learning workshop material. Whenever I had questions or 
needed extra help, the Get REAL team was there for me. 
In all honesty, I always get anxious when doing new 
things, but because Get REAL prepared me so well 
my anxiety was minimal. Then I did my first workshop and 
the anxiety washed away. Interacting with the students, 
teaching them the workshop material and hearing their 
own stories was so moving that it's hard to put into 
words. To be able to create a safe space where 
students can ask questions and learn more about 
themselves and others is a very honorable thing. The fact 
that I am able to do this is  amazing and I am so happy to 
be a speaker for Get REAL."

Shannon
Get REAL Speaker



Chapters



• Our University Chapters and student volunteers work year-
round to make their local communities safer and more
inclusive, building new skills by producing creative advocacy
campaigns, giving back our 50/50 fundraising campaign,
and accessing networking opportunities and reference-
support for post graduate studies and employment (86% of
students said Get REAL on their CV & as a reference
helped them secure a job after graduation)

• Our University Chapters had an extremely impactful 2023,
hosting our first ever Virtual Career Conference, beating
last year’s total funds raised for the Rainbow Railroad
through their virtual 5K fundraiser, and creating new ways
for individuals to get involved with Get REAL through our
Virtual Chapter. We also hosted another incredible Fall
Chapter Conference, with amazing panelists and an
incredible keynote speaker!

• This 2023 school year, we already have 12  Chapter
volunteers & executives, along with over 80 individuals
interested in Chapter events!

Chapters summary



This year, Get REAL launched a Virtual Post-Secondary Student Chapter, to provide students 
across the country a chance to get involved with Get REAL when there isn't an established 
chapter to join! The selected students have the opportunity to engage creatively with new 
initiatives, make an impact on our local and wider community, and the space to meet and 
connect with other queer students across the country, while leading virtual initiatives. 

Virtual Chapter Launch



When we started Get REAL, we were in university ourselves, and did not have any funding to speak of to explore 
our idea. 

This is our way of giving back, and helping current university and college students with big, innovative, impactful 
ideas, secure funding to bring their idea to life, or run a test pilot whose results can hopefully be used to secure 
additional grant funding in the future. 

Chapter Microgrant



The fund is usually dispersed annually to a recipient selected by the Get REAL Leadership Team and our 
amazing Get REAL Alumni Victoria Pedri, as the joint contributors of the grant, however this year we are 
grateful to another incredible team member, Raia Carey, for increasing the microgrant for the 2023-2024 
recipient!

This years recipient has already created her own podcast called "Vulnerably Evolving," which concentrates on 
personal development and mental health transparency. Their overarching aim is to establish weekly events 
and create both an online and in-person community for sustained engagement and support.

Our recipient came up with this idea based in her own experiences, as they were heightened during the height 
of the pandemic.

 "In light of the increasing role of technology in communication and connection, there are notable 
implications for the mental health of adolescents. The COVID-19 pandemic vividly highlighted the toll of 
social isolation on individuals' well-being. My aspiration is to provide secure spaces for individuals, fostering 
the development of communities and instilling clarity and confidence. Drawing from my own journey as a 
recovering introvert, I developed Vulnerably Speaking as a personal toolset to bolster my social interaction 
and establish a network of support. The impact I aim to achieve is a world where individuals no longer 
navigate their challenges in solitude, but instead, elevate one another."

Chapter Microgrant

Lotus Tsang
Chapter Microgrant recipient
2023-2024



Courtney
Chapter & Events Manager

Chapters

"This year we are focussing on rebuilding the Queens 
Chapter to its former "Pre-Covid" strength! Last year, 
our focus was to just sustain the chapter and ensure 
there was someone to continue leading the chapter. 
Coming back in person and reintroducing clubs on 
campus meant that there was a big learning curve for 
our chapter execs. Throughout the year, their focus was 
to recruit executive members to round out the team and 
complete 1 event. They executed both of those things 
wonderfully.  
This year we are dreaming much bigger! In addition to rounding out our exec 
team, our goals are to grow! We want to increase campus awareness of the 
chapter, promote and create positive and brave spaces where individuals can 
show up as their whole selves, and also get back to their chapter roots with 
fundraising for the Rainbow Railroad event. The team has already completed 
growing the team. They have big plans to create and share educational 
campaigns on their social media. They are planning to hold several events 
throughout the academic year, ending in a big push to fundraise as a team for 
the Rainbow Railroad Virtual 5K 50/50 Fundraiser!  They are showing great 
promise, with their organizational skills, planning and follow-through. As the 
chapter manager, I am excited to support this group of admirable students!" 





Virtual Career 
Conference



Virtual Career Conference 2023

• We know from research and experience working in the corporate DEI space that young people face many barriers in the
hiring process and in the workforce, due to factors such as gender identity, race, and sexual orientation, to name a few; at
the same time, research also shows that companies that embrace DEI and hiring a diverse workforce perform better, but
while the businesses we work with are hoping to hire diverse, young, talented candidates, they often aren’t sure how to do
this kind of outreach.

• This March, we successfully ran our first ever Virtual Career Conference! This was a free, one-day virtual Career
Conference for 100 university and college students facing one or more barriers in the workforce, to provide professional
skill development, real-world education from diverse industry professionals, and opportunities for students to network
with companies they might not otherwise have the chance to!



Virtual Career Conference 2023

• The event contained professional skills-based
workshops covering topics such as resumes & cover
letters, LinkedIn strategy, scholarship writing, and
interviewing tips with globally recognized Career
Strategy Coach & Former Fortune 500 Senior
Director Tiffany Uman; five educational panels
with leading industry professionals who themselves
face one or more barriers in Marketing &
Advertising, Start-ups & Entrepreneurship, DEI in
the Corporate Space, Non-Profits & Charities, and
Recruiting & Hiring; and breakout sessions with
recruiters from a variety of companies.

https://www.tiffanyuman.com/






100% of students reported that the Conference 
gave them access to new information & panelists 
they would not have had access to otherwise. 

98% of students reported that the Conference 
gave them access to organizations & companies 
that they would not have had access to otherwise.

98% of students said they would attend the 

Conference next year if given the opportunity.

86% of students said they felt more prepared for 
job searching, interviewing, and entering the 
workforce following the Conference.

Virtual Career Conference - Stats

“I just wanted to say thank you for the workshop on Saturday! I 
know it was late to accept me but I am truly grateful that I was 
able to attend in the end. I learnt a lot, and as an international 
student, I feel more confident about moving through the job 
market in Canada now. All in all, a great experience.”
Thandi

“As a student who attended the Get Real Conference, I can confidently say
that it was an invaluable experience. The conference provided a platform for 
students who have faced roadblocks in their education journey to connect 
with industry professionals, learn valuable career skills, and expand our 
networks. The panels were particularly enlightening, as they covered a range 
of topics from job searching strategies to managing workplace challenges. The 
speakers were all experts in their fields and shared practical tips and insights 
that I can apply in my own career. But what I appreciated the most was the 
networking opportunities. I was able to meet and connect with professionals 
from a variety of industries, who were genuinely interested in hearing about 
my experiences and offering advice. It was a great opportunity to build 
relationships that could potentially lead to future job opportunities. Overall, 
the Get Real Conference was an empowering and inspiring event that left me 
feeling motivated and equipped to overcome any obstacles in my education 
and career journey. I would highly recommend it to any student looking to 
gain valuable skills and connect with like-minded professionals. Thank you 
again to everyone that made this conference happen.”

Chris

“I was among 100 students that had the privilege of attending Get 
REAL's first Virtual Career Conference! Being a final year 
student, I'm no newbie when it comes to career events so I wasn't 
sure if I'd learn any new information. Boy was I mistaken! From 
the impactful messages shared  during the opening ceremony to 
the helpful pointers given during the various panels and breakout 
rooms, there was something to learn from every presenter and 
attendee. I feel better equipped with skills that will facilitate my 
entry into the job market even as I enter into the unknown of 
post-grad life. A big thank you to the Get REAL team and all who 
were involved!”
Angelique

“The Get Real Career Conference was an awesome and 
organized experience where I learned so much about a variety of 
careers I’m interested in. I liked how the first half of the day was 
spent working on my personal brand and career tips from 
knowledgeable professionals. The panels and networking in the 
afternoon were a great way to apply what I learned in the 
morning. I loved how welcoming everyone was, can’t wait for the 
next one!”
Shelby





rainbow road 
virtual 5k 



• Rainbow Road is our University Chapter Program’s annual 50/50 fundraiser, raising 50% of funds for our
programming, and 50% of funds for the programming of Rainbow Railroad

• Our virtual format allows for university student groups, businesses, and individual volunteers to take part!

• This year, we were able to raise over $7,500 in support of Get REAL and Rainbow Railroad’s
programming at Rainbow Road 2023! We were also able to live stream an awards ceremony to thank
those who participated and supported this fundraiser!

• We were so proud to have been able to beat the amount raised in 2023, raising a total of $3,963 for
Rainbow Railroad thanks to our amazing donors, fundraisers, and partners, and we are already looking
forward to an even more successful Rainbow Road in 2024!

Rainbow Road



Fall Chapter 
Conference



• Fall 2023  kicked off with the release of our educational after-videos of our amazing 2022
panelist and keynote speaker, which included Digital Creator and Queer and Jewish
Activist Matt Bernstein (MattXIV), Climate Activist Anuna De Wever, Imperial College
Research Fellow Dr. Jessica Wade, Medical Student and Social Media Educator Joel
Bervell, and Indigenous Entrepreneurs, Activists, and Artists Dakota Bear and Casey
Desjarlais.

• We began working on our Fall 2023 conference speakers early, and were thrilled to
welcome 4x dynamic speakers and youth activists, including:

o Carpenter, Housing Activist, and Host of Somebody Lives Here Khaleel
Seivwright

o Digital Educator & Keynote Speaker Raven Schwam-Curtis
o Writer & Trans Rights Activist Landon Richie
o And Founder & Director of Future Ancestors Services Larissa Crawford

• With an amazing roster of speakers, we wanted to share and uplift their work to our
online community as much as possible, which we did in short form videos to introduce
the speakers to our audience leading up to the event!

Chapter Conference 2022 & 2023

https://www.instagram.com/p/CxOArjcLIRx/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CxOArjcLIRx/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CwXu1-HpboZ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CwXu1-HpboZ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CxImCTarkYQ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CxImCTarkYQ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cw5Tq6Er2NO/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cw5Tq6Er2NO/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cw5Tq6Er2NO/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cwn5OrAP3gU/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cwn5OrAP3gU/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cwn5OrAP3gU/




Thanks to Dr. Jessica Wade, we were able to make a $600 donation to 500 Queer Scientists!
At last year's Fall Chapter Conference, we were joined by Dr. Jessica Wade, who spoke to her amazing work, 
ensuring that women and peers of colour get the representation & recognition that they deserve.

After the event, Dr. Wade wanted to donate her panel participation honorarium to 500 Queer Scientists who 
do great work ensuring that the next STEM generation has LGBTQ+ role models.·

Thank you Dr. Jessica Wade for joining us & for your generous contribution to an amazing fellow 
organization!

Dr. Jessica Wade 
Chapter Conference 2022



• The resulting conference was amazing selling over 60 tickets with folks joining from all over!

• In a challenging year rife with seemingly endless amounts of violence and hate directed at marginalized
groups, there was a feeling of gratitude to be able to share a space like this, all of us together.

• The feedback from the event was fantastic as well, with:

o 100% of attendees reporting that they found the conference helpful and
informative when it came to learning more about advocacy

o 98% of attendees reporting that they would love to attend next year’s
conference, if given the opportunity!

Chapter Conference 2023







“Participating in The Get REAL panel was an 
illuminating experience. The community space this 
organization has curated is special and you feel that the 
moment you step into it. It's a beautiful thing to feel 
wholly intellectually, personally, and spiritually safe to 
articulate your politics.”

Raven Schwam-Curtis,
Black & Jewish Educator



After-School



• Our After-School Program focuses on providing year-long mentorship for 20 2SLGBTQ+ youth and allies aged 13-17.

• We have two After-School Programs: a virtual program for students across Ontario, and an in-person program for
students in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

• Both programs strive to provide a safe space for our students to learn new skills, have access to new experiences
completely free of financial barriers, provide programming that has a positive effect on mental health, self-confidence,
and sense of community.

 Program Summary



Ontario



• Our After-School Program in Ontario has had an incredible
2022-2023 school year, lead by Max Denley and Tiff Kriter as
co-coordinators who together bring a wealth of experience
working with and mentoring 2SLGBTQ+ youth.

• Last years group got together once a month virtually to learn
from different speakers, as well as each other while participating
in a variety of different activities including:

o Working on a group project - from brainstorming ideas to
a final product. This involved working together to establish
a concept and goals, divide up the elements of work to be
completed, support one another with feedback and
direction, and bring everything together in the end.

o Support Activities - reflecting on the challenges our
community is facing in the world, and how we can lift up
ourselves and one another.

o Development of leadership skills and understanding of
important aspects of identity and advocacy.

After-School Program in Ontario!

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/afterschool


This past year's group hosted students of diverse identities and experiences in grades 7-12 from across Ontario, providing 
engaging and educational events, including inspiring speakers and keynotes, and creative and meaningful projects, such as 
“Words of Hope”, which encouraged students to reflect on the challenges our community is facing in the world, and how 
we can lift up ourselves and one another. 

This past years guest speakers included: 
• Summer Cheung - A trans feminine storyteller and advocate who uses creative outlets and social media to build

meaningful connections. She joined our group and shared stories of overcoming adversity and building her career and
positive sense of self. Group participants had an opportunity to ask questions, and Summer was honest, vulnerable, and
encouraging in her answers.

• Lucah Rosenberg-Lee - a trans masculine filmmaker and brand content director. Lucah shared his personal journey of
finding confidence in his own uniqueness, building community, and pursuing his passions. Lucah supported the group
with the development of their own branding project, guiding learning conversations about communicating meaningful
messages through merch design and marketing campaigns.

An amazing year!



'Words of Hope'

An amazing year!



'Words of Hope'

An amazing year!



• The Program’s final advocacy project this year was a creative design with a message. The group was eager to
create images that communicated a message of acceptance for everyone, and all of the parts of their identity.

• They built off of the concept of space - expansive and still being discovered, endless possibility and room for all.

• As such, “DIVERSPACE” was born.

• They collaborated and utilized each person’s skill sets to combine art, digitizing, copywriting, and marketing
ideas to bring it all together.

• These final designs were available on clothing for sale, as well as for them to wear proudly.

End of year project: “Diverspace” Clothing 



Amazing STUDENT feedback!



2022-2023 Ontario Stats

the students gave the program an 
average rating of 4.3/5, or 86%, with 
half GIVING the progrAM a 5/5 rating, 
which we are thrilled about!

100% of student indicated some 
interest in attending a free, in-person 
event.

83% of students shared that the pro-
gram has made them feel “more 
connected” to the 2SLGBTQ+ community

half of students shared that the 
After-school Program has had a 
positive impact on their mental health 
(the remaining half shared that it did not make 
an impact in either a positive or negative way)



manitoba



Our After-School Program focuses on providing community, education, mentorship, 
and a safe space for 2SLGBTQ+ youth and allies aged 13-17 in Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

This year's group fluctuated from 2-8 students attending each session, which was 
hosted at the Big Brothers, Big Sisters location on Ellice Avenue. Each session included 
a hot meal, snacks, drinks, and bus tokens for all those attending. Mindful of our 
community and the Truth and Reconciliation's calls to action, our workshops this year 
focused on community-building through learning about Indigenous culture and other 
important human rights issues. Our group was blessed with an illustration workshop by 
local Métis and Anishinaabe, 2 Spirit illustrator Ruby Bruce. We also held a beading 
workshop facilitated by Claire Johnston, a Piitoshi-iteeihtam and 2 Spirit beader. In 
both workshops, students engaged with Indigenous Art and heard the traditional 
learnings and teachings while creating their own projects. 

Get REAL MB Sessions 2022-2023!



This year, our group also went to the Canadian Human Rights Museum, where we learned about the history of queer 
rights and their legal recognition in Canada and more locally in Winnipeg. We also got to see and support one of our 
members, who featured their art in one of the museum's exhibits. Smaller events also took place; we had a Just Dance 
Party, enjoyed preparing some of our dinners in the kitchen from scratch, and spent many an hour drawing, creating, 
and sharing with one another. 

For the 2023-2024 scholastic year, Get REAL Manitoba's After-school program has begun meeting and hosting at 
Arthur Day Middle School in Transcona. We are excited for the new community members who have joined us, as 
well as those who have returned! 

Get REAL MB Sessions 2022-2023!



“I really enjoyed my time at get real and I 
found it to be a positive experience. My 
time at get real was a lot of fun! I liked how 
we did a different activity each time, and I 
got to learn something new.

 My personal favourite was when we would 
do just dance. The instructors made me feel 
very comfortable, and were easy to talk to. 
They were very kind and supportive of my 
hobbies. I would definitely sign up again” 

- Mason, Student
Get REAL MB

Get REAL MB Student Feedback



2022-2023 Manitoba Stats

100% of participants shared 
that the program has made 
them feel “more connected” 
to the 2SLGBTQ+ community

100% of students reported the 
program helped them develop 
their social skills

100% of students said they 
would take part in the program 
again if given the chance



2SLGBTQ+ Virtual 
Counselling 

Program



This year we were able to take on our third ever cohort of Ontario youth through our 
2SLGBTQ+ Virtual Counselling Program! 

Thanks to the feedback from our previous cohort, Max and Jay will be working with 6x 
youth, over the course of the next year, providing each youth with 12x virtual counselling 
sessions from a MSW trans identified social worker, for a total of 72 free counselling sessions!

At this time, all of the spots for this years cohort have been filled! 

2SLGBTQ+ Virtual Counselling

max denley jay jonah



The resulting impact for our previous cohort was incredible: 
• 100% of youth reported making progress towards their therapeutic goals 

o 80% reported significant progress - which is even stronger than our first pilot cohort 
• 100% said that they would love to participate in the program again if possible!



events



Black Film 
Festival



Black Film Festival 2023

Our Black Film Festival (formerly our Black Film Club), is a free, virtual event celebrating inspiring 
Black individuals in film through a series of virtual screenings and panels! 

We are thrilled at a hugely successful first year, which saw 303 participants tuning in from all across the 
country for 3 nights of screenings: "Shorts", "Documentary", and "Feature"!

We finished the week off with an amazing panel featuring the directors of our Gold and Silver Selections 
for our Shorts Screening, the Director of our Gold Selections for our Documentary Screening, and the 
Composer of our Feature Screening (Gina Prince-Blythewood's "The Woman King"), 6x Grammy 
Award Winning Artist Terence Blanchard!

• 100% of participants surveyed reported that the Black
Film Club gave them access to films they may not
have known about or had access to otherwise.

• 100% of participants surveyed reported that they
would participate next year if given the opportunity.



Black Film Festival 2023



“What a joy it was to be a part of the Black Film 
Festival, and to receive the honour of my documentary 
being selected. This experience reified for me the 
necessity and value of centering our Black voices in our 
own communities and beyond. As a relatively new 
filmmaker, being in the company of my peers, whose 
work is excellent, felt deeply reassuring. I owe much 
gratitude to Get REAL for making this event happen. I 
look forward to future festivals!" 

Moses Latigo Odida,
Director of our  Gold Selection
for Documentary
"School to Prison Pipeline in Ontario"

Black Film Festival 2023



Black Film Festival 2023

“Thank you so much for all your communication and 
care leading up to tonight's panel! I had a fantastic time 
and was in such great company. I'd once again like to 
express my gratitude and appreciation for not only 
screening Pimenta but selecting it as the official winner 
of the shorts category. Thank you for creating and 
holding space for us Black filmmakers. I can't wait to see 
how Black Film Club grows!" 

Naja Pereira,
Director of our  Gold Selection
for Shorts
"Pimenta"



Queer Film
Festival



Queer Film Festival 2023

Our Queer Film Festival, is a free, virtual event celebrating inspiring Queer individuals in film through 
a series of virtual screenings and panels! 

We are thrilled at a hugely successful first year, which saw 198 participants tuning in from all across the 
country for 3 nights of screenings: "Shorts", "Documentary", and "Feature"!

We finished the week off with an amazing panel featuring the Director of our Gold Selection for our 
Shorts Screening, the Writer / Producer of the Silver Selection for our Shorts Screening, and the 
Director of our Gold Selections for our Documentary Screening.

• 100% of participants surveyed reported that the
Queer Film Club gave them access to films they may
not have known about or had access to otherwise.

• 100% of participants surveyed reported that they
would participate in the Queer Film Festival again
next year if given the opportunity.



Queer Film Festival 2023



“The Get Real Festival's first ever Queer Film Festival had a selection of 
beautiful, hopeful films that championed queer stories and celebrated our 
differences. As a selected filmmaker, who has experienced many festivals, I felt 
very supported by the festival staff throughout the process. Honestly, it's hard to 
believe it was their first time running it. 

My favorite part was sharing thoughts with other viewers through the message 
board, as it made the experience feel more social and collaborative than even 
some in-person festivals. I've always thought that cinema is a beautiful and 
useful art to connect people and build understanding, so I'm happy to see 
organizations like The Get Real Movement using it to encourage understanding 
and provide much-needed hope that queer people can find happiness in their 
own stories." 

James Cooper,
Director of our  Gold Selection 

for Shorts
"Colours of the Lake"

Queer Film Festival 2023



“The Get REAL virtual screening was such a welcoming and celebratory event! 
The audience was really active and supportive in sharing their thoughts and 
reflections in the chat as we were watching the films.

The team curated a strong program of shorts that collectively represented a 
wide variety of queer perspectives and experiences. It was also fantastic that the 
event was free, so anyone could attend regardless of their location and financial 
circumstances.

I would certainly recommend the event next year to film fans and filmmakers 
alike." 

Cailleah Scott-Grimes,
Director of our  Selection
for Shorts
"Between Us"

Queer Film Festival 2023



“Being a part of this year's Get Real Movement film festival was an absolute 
delight. We couldn't be more thrilled by the overwhelmingly positive reception 
our film, Red String of Fate, received within the LGBTQ2S+ community. 
Exploring our story through the progressive lens of sci-fi allowed us to convey 
our message in a unique and powerful way. We eagerly anticipate future 
collaborations with this festival, recognizing the importance of communities 
like this in fostering connections and mutual growth among Queer artists. The 
festival provided a valuable platform for networking and uniting creative 
minds, ultimately strengthening our artistic community as a whole. We are 
truly grateful for the opportunity to contribute to this wonderful event."

Lovina Yavari ,
c0-Director of our  Selection 
for Shorts
"Red String of Fate"

Queer Film Festival 2023



“The work that The Get Real Movement does for the 2SLGBTQ+ community 
is integral in so many ways, including how we celebrate and educate the 
community and its allies. 

I have had the absolute pleasure of collaborating with their teams on projects, 
learning from their speakers, and as of recent, participating in events like the 
Queer Film Festival. The festival brought together an amazing group of talent 
and I feel honoured to have been giving the opportunity to share my work as a 
queer filmmaker. 

The team at The Get Real Movement continue to remind us all how important 
it is to celebrate our diverse voices and I could not thank them enough for the 
platform they’ve created and shared with so many.“

Tara Reid,
Writer / Producer of our  Selection 

for Shorts
"Queen"

Queer Film Festival 2023



“I've been invited to speak on a fair number of panels but 
what I so appreciated about thegetrealmovement  panel is 
they were for real. they did their homework, their 
passion, enthusiasm and professionalism made the 
experience memorable. AUTHENTICITY isn't easy to 
find - found it with the peeps at the get real movement."

Sharon Lewis,
Director of our Gold Selection 

for Documentary
"with wonder"

Queer Film Festival 2023





• In 2021, we started Steps of Pride as a virtual speaker series
designed to empower 2SLGBTQ+ individuals to open minds,
foster compassion, and build community by supporting them
to develop and deliver inspiring keynotes.

• After the success of the 2021 series, we were able to select 6
new speakers for year two, which we were excited to get to
host in front of a live audience for the first time.

Steps of Pride - Speaker Series

2022

2021



• For our 3rd annual Steps of Pride, we
were able to provide 5 incredible
speakers with an opportunity to share
their stories and experiences, live and
in person!

• These moving keynotes were given at
the beautiful and accessible TD
Music Hall for the first time this year!

2023

Steps of Pride - Speaker Series



o 100% of attendees think that Get
REAL's Steps of Pride succeeded in
their mission to amplify 2SLGBTQ+
stories!

o 100% of attendees given the
opportunity, would attend Get
REAL's Steps of Pride again next
year!

Steps of Pride - Speaker Series





Based on the incredible feedback from the 
first two years of Steps of Pride, we were able 
to develop and film a new virtual speaker 
series focused amplify keynotes focused on 
themes of combatting racism, racial 
stereotypes, and racial barriers, and 
promoting allyship, resilience, unity, and 
support, called Steps of Strength!

Steps of Strength - Speaker Series 



Some of our amazing keynotes took their 
advocacy a step further, such as Hannah Alper's 
powerful keynote "I Am Proud To Be Jewish".

As a part of this powerful piece, Hannah 
collaborated with us on a new design to visibly 
state our unequivocal stance against antisemitism 
and raise funds for the Friends of Simon 
Wiesenthal Centre for Holocaust Studies in the 
process. 

Steps of Strength - Speaker Series 

https://vimeo.com/user28531605/stepsofstrengthhannah?share=copy




• Based on the incredible feedback and success of the past
three years of Steps of Pride,  the amazing response to our
first Steps of Strength, and building off of the success of the
Fall Chapter Conference, we have officially launched our
Steps of Hope speaker series, which will merge these two
amazing events, to amplify even more keynote topics that
work to inspire young people working to make the world a
better place. This opens up types of keynotes and speakers
we can welcome!

• We are set to present and record at the incredible TD Music
Hall once again, in May of 2024!

Steps of Hope



Speaker Testimonials



Anonymous 

“Having the opportunity to share my story at Steps of 
Pride and to work alongside the wonderful team 
members of the Get Real Movement was truly amazing. 
This will absolutely be a moment to remember in my 
queer journey. As a closeted person, I never thought I 
would have a chance where I could share my queer story 
with the world - however, Get Real truly broke this 
barrier and made it all happen! 

Get Real, and particularly Courtney, have worked 
tirelessly with so much care, love and empathy to ensure 
that I was accommodated, comfortable, and protected 
throughout this process. The live event was honestly 
amazing! It was such a beautiful moment where I got to 
meet so many wonderful folks who share similar, 
different, and diverse experiences. It was inspiring to hear 
all the wonderful speakers that were part of this project. I 
will never forget this experience it as it will live in my 
heart forever!”

"Carving out my Proud Spaces as a Semi-Closeted, 
Queer, Racialized Person"



“If I had to use one works to describe my experience 
working with the Get Real Movement for Steps of Pride, 
it would be “unforgettable”. From the beginning to end, I 
learned new skills and made memories that will last a 
lifetime. Throughout the writing process, I had 
tremendous support from the team in our collaborative 
effort to get this keynote kicked off!

Overall, Steps of Pride gave me an opportunity to feel like 
I belong and I’m grateful to have participated in such an 
incredible event. Other speakers also contributed in 
making the stage feel like a fun, inclusive environment. I 
look forward to being part of future events organizers by 
Get Real.”

"'Mom Look! He Looks Just Like ME! - How trans 
representation saved my life"

Joseph Enriquez 



“When I was asked to speak for “Steps of Pride” I was 
overjoyed. I felt so honored to be able to share my story. I 
hoped to inspire people, making them realize they are not 
alone in their struggles or experiences. Even though I had 
a short amount of time to write my keynote, the writing 
process was not only a time where I got to craft a story 
about my story and experiences as a Queer person, but 
also a time to reflect on who I am today and how far I 
have come. It felt unreal that I was going to be standing 
onstage in front of a crowd, revealing things that, many 
years ago, I thought I would never overcome.

When the day of Steps of Pride came, I was extremely 
nervous going to the venue. The instant I got there 
though, I was met with a supportive team who gave me all 
the love and support I could’ve asked for (not to mention 
really good food). Not only did the team at GETREAL 
help me feel supported, they helped me feel brave and 
confident in talking about my identity, my struggles and, 
ultimately, my strength. When it was time for me to speak 
in front of strangers and my friends, I no longer felt 
anxious. I realized that this was my story, this was my time 
to speak and most of all, I had a chance to inspire others 
to fight their way through their struggles

...

Kiona Osowski 



By the end of my speech, I felt invigorated and overjoyed 
that I had been given the opportunity to speak and share. 
I once again was met with an abundant amount of 
support and gracious compliments from my team and 
even from strangers.

I hope to continue telling my story and hopefully showing 
people, there’s value In every single story, in every person 
and a story can change a life.”

"I almost went straight off the edge pretending to 
be straight: deconstructing heteronomativity & 
Defeating Homophobia"

Kiona Osowski 



"In the transformative year of 2023, I was bestowed with the 
incredible opportunity to join The Get Real Movement, an 
experience that has left an indelible mark on my heart. From the 
very instant I accepted their invitation, I was welcomed with 
open arms into a community that felt more like a family. 
Courtney, a pillar of the movement, guided me with unwavering 
patience, addressing each of my inquiries with a warmth that 
instantly dissolved any apprehensions I had.

As the day of the event approached, an unexpected sense of 
nervousness washed over me. This was perplexing, considering 
my history of addressing large crowds, performing on stages, 
and even moderating debates. But there was something different 
about this occasion. What truly set it apart was the soothing 
presence of the entire staff. Their calming influence wrapped 
around me like a comforting embrace, coaxing out the best 
version of myself.

My mission for the day was to share my personal journey, a 
narrative that held deep significance in my life. Stepping onto 
the stage, an uncanny sense of belonging washed over me. It was 
as if the platform itself had embraced me, and I found myself 
ensconced in an atmosphere of profound ease. This, I realized, 
was the magic that transpires when you are surrounded by 
genuinely good-hearted people ...

Geri Atrick / Jason Maclennan 



The memory of that day has been etched into my consciousness, a mental keepsake that I will treasure for a 
lifetime. More than a mere memory, it's a pivotal juncture that reminds me of the potential we possess to make 
a difference. The essence of The Get Real Movement lies in the power of personal narratives, how sharing our 
stories can serve as a beacon of hope for others. A single story has the potency to alter the trajectory of another 
person's life, steering it towards a brighter and more positive direction. This, unequivocally, encapsulates the 
very essence of the movement.

In retrospect, being part of The Get Real Movement was not just an event; it was a journey into the heart of 
empathy, compassion, and the unyielding influence of authenticity. It taught me that the impact of one's tale 
extends far beyond the immediate moment—it has the potential to reverberate through time, transcending 
barriers and touching the lives of those we may never meet.

In 2023, I stepped onto a stage as a participant in The Get Real Movement, and in doing so, I uncovered a new 
sense of purpose—a purpose rooted in shared experiences, collective growth, and the unshakable belief that our 
stories possess the power to shape lives. This movement, wrapped in the embrace of kind souls and driven by 
the fervor for authentic connection, has ignited a fire within me to continue sharing, listening, and connecting. 
For that, I am eternally grateful.”

"Living The Dream"

Geri Atrick / Jason Maclennan 



“Working with The Get REAL Movement as a keynote 
speaker in the 2023 Steps of Pride event was a life-
changing experience for me and my professional and 
personal evolution. 

Since the very beginning of the creation of the keynote, 
the Get REAL Team was always there by my side to 
guide me and help me accomplish the message and 
takeaways I wanted to transmit with my story. The 
incomparable knowledge and ease that the Get REAL 
Team has for public speaking and audience connection 
both on stage and virtually really made me feel 
accompanied during the whole process and made me 
understand the importance of details, humour, 
reflection and key tips to connect with the audience in a 
unique and desired way. 

...

Nicolas Echeverri Parra 



The Get REAL Team was always there to 
understand my concerns and ideas and never 
refused to make my ideas possible but instead 
always looked for a way to make my ideas and 
goals clear and transmit them in a creative and 
professional way. 

Overall, the experience was very impactful as even 
during the day of the event the support, 
comprehension and empowerment was present. I 
was able to give a very unique keynote with my 
unique personal touches guided by the 
professionalism and valuable experience from The 
Get REAL Team. I deeply thank The Get REAL 
Movement for such a unique experience where I 
had the opportunity to learn, share, empower and 
conquer one of my dreams of becoming a keynote 
and public speaker. Definitely, an unforgettable 
experience with the best team and generating a 
wholesome impact I always dreamed of.”

"Transforming Silent Wounds into colourful 
shields: A Gay Boy and His Journey"

Nicolas Echeverri Parra 



Latanya Farquharson 

“Combatting the idea of an uneducated Black person”

Watch Latanya's Keynote 

HERE

“In January 2023, I had the chance to deliver a 
keynote on my life as a black woman and the 
intersection of being a Black woman, and a 
parent. It was a deeply personal and meaningful 
topic, and I am grateful for the chance to share 
my perspective with others. Chris and his team 
played a pivotal role, helping craft this keynote 
through multiple edits to ensure it authentically 
captured my thoughts and experiences.

Balancing the internationality of being a black 
woman and a parent has presented both 
formidable obstacles and profound joys. From 
grappling with systemic prejudices to discovering 
inner fortitude through my child, this expedition 
has been a profound teacher in resilience, 
endurance, and love.

As Black women, our unique challenges often go 
unnoticed. Speaking up and sharing our 
perspectives is crucial to creating a more 
equitable society.

Huge thanks to The Get REAL Movement & 
Chris Studer for this opportunity. I'm thrilled to 
keep partnering with you all for more impactful 
conversations ahead!”

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/802919516


A-Polish
Gender Norms



Our A-Polish Gender Norms campaign was inspired by a situation that happened back in 2015. One of our University 
Chapters team members, Maddy, reached out to us and told us that her friend’s son was being bullied for wearing nail 
polish at school. So we decided to get as many people as we knew, to rock nail polish proudly in solidarity with that 
student and we have carried on that event to this day. 

In 2021 during our Born This Way Summit, one of the attendees, high school teacher and long-time supporter of Get 
REAL, Ali, helped us rename this initiative, thus A-Polish Gender Norms was created.With schools being back in 
person, and so many people reaching out wanting to get involved with Get REAL, we wanted the chance to make A-
Polish Gender Norms a reality, for folks across North America who wanted to use their voice - and their nails - to 
stand up and speak out against gender norms, stereotypes, 2SLGBTQ+ discrimination, and bullying!

A-Polish Gender Norms!



Amazing response!

The response from our online community to our 2023 campaign 
was instantaneous and incredible - surpassing all of our expectations 
as all 100 of the nail polish spots filled up, even faster than last year, over 
the course of a few days.

Once again, participants wrote in beautiful, heartfelt notes about their 
experiences, and why this campaign hit home for them, from teachers 
wanting to model inclusion for their students, to parents wanting to be 
supportive of their children, to adults once bullied who are now proud to 
support and be visible, and some beautiful notes from folks who 
participated last year, who said that the impact of taking part made 
them want to show up even more this year, and even made them feel 
comfortable wearing nail polish again. 

It once again touched our hearts greatly to see so many students and 
teachers take part and build an inclusive environment. School clubs and 
corporations took the initiative as their own and expanded beyond our 
belief. 

This day was full of positivity, conversation, representation and 
inclusion online and in person. Here are some of the photos and 
comments other participates and posted and tweeted.

We wanted to share these responses, along with all of the photos 
submitted, because they were so moving and inspiring to read, 
especially against a backdrop of anti-2SLGBTQ+ rhetoric and bills 
being passed; this small and simple gesture of inclusion continues to 
mean so much, to so many. 









International Day of Pink x 
A-Polish Gender Norms

Along with sending a message of inclusion 
and self-expression, we wanted to hear what 
A-Polish Gender Norms meant to the 
people participating.

With the footage that folks sent in, we put 
together a video that highlighted some of the 
words that some people share as to why they 
wants to be a part of this initiative.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CrB5Zsevokn/




Pride on a Boat



This year, we were able to bring back our Pride On A Boat 
event for a fourth time.  This was our first time hosting this event 
since 2019 due to COVID, so it was a huge celebration! 

On the 22nd of June, Get REAL team members, supporters, and 
guests set sail on the beautiful Empire Sandy for dinner and a 
Drag Show out on the water!

Pride On a Boat - an amazing 
event for a great cause



A Night for the Books!

We welcomed 4 incredible Queens to perform through the night, 
while guests enjoyed food, drinks, and dancing the night away!



love wins charity 
golf tournament



This summer marked our fourth annual Love Wins Charity Golf 
Tournament at the beautiful Lionhead Golf & Conference Centre, in 
Brampton Ontario, and the summer heat made for perfect golfing 
weather out on the course. We had a sold out event, with 72 golfers 
for the day!

Watch this years video here! 

Love Wins - always a great day 
out on the course!

https://vimeo.com/853133744


Thanks to our amazing event sponsors, prizing 
sponsors, and golfers, we were able to raise over 
$28,000 this year. This brings us to a grand 
total of $96,000 raised by the Love Wins 
Charity Golf Tournament to date, in support of 
our programming combatting 2SLGBTQ+ 
discrimination and racism across Canada!

A very special thank you to our Title Sponsor 
Somersby, our Platinum Sponsor RBC, our 
Silver Sponsors Bennett Jones and spdn, our 
Bronze Sponsors Kaneff and Canada Life, all 
of our amazing hole sponsors, and all of our 
awesome gift & prize donors. We could not have 
done it without you!

Fundraising for a cause!

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3ijl5lnuzia371q/AABVlIfVfgiB8zYR147L19U0a?dl=0
https://vimeo.com/853133744


The Get REAL 
Resource Library





This year we were able to expand a 
resource:

LOCALS & LEGENDS 

Our "Locals & Legends" campaign has expanded to 
feature music playlists curated by our 2SLGBTQ+, 
Black, and Latinx Speakers and Team Members to 
celebrate both up-and-coming Queer, Black, and 
Latin artists (Locals) as well as Queer, Black, Latin 
icons of music (Legends).



In the first year we empowered 8x of our Black team 
members to create 16x playlists for Black History 
Month, with amazing reception! 

Based on the success of year one, we were able to 
expand this resource for 2023! 

• 5x of our Black team members created 10x playlists
for Black History Month,

• 5x of our 2SLGBTQ+ team members created 10x
playlists for our Pride Month,

• and 4x of our Latinx team members created 8x
playlists for Latin American Heritage Month!

LOCALS & LEGENDS 



LOCALS & LEGENDS 





• In 2020, we created the online educational resource
“Bind Safe”, to be an informational hub and
educational video series promoting safe binding
practices, education around the basics of gender
dysphoria, and additional resources for youth, parents,
medical professionals, and allies.

• Both the participants from the project, who spoke to
their lived experiences binding, as well as the doctors
who spoke to the medical benefits, noted:

o increased happiness and confidence and
decreased gender dysphoria and anxiety that so
often come as a result of binding

o the need for more education and visibility to
combat misinformation, unsafe binding
practices, and stigma

• Bind Safe: “First Time Putting On A Binder”

• Over the years, we had also worked to raise funds for
free-binder programs like Point of Pride, but we’ve
found that these organizations were also struggling to
meet the demand from folks in need of binders. We
wanted to create a program that would help to meet
some of this need, and lead to the positive impact that
we had seen over the years and through our work
developing Bind Safe

Bind Safe, Benefits & Need

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/bindsafe
https://vimeo.com/509193967


We have finally been able to make this a reality, and 
this past year we launched the Gender Joy Gear 
Program, which is a brand new quarterly scholarship 
program that helps trans, non-binary, and gender 
diverse youth access gender affirming gear and 
educational resources. 

We have been able to make the development of this 
program into a reality, and matching $120 in 
donations per quarter with our project partners 
UrBasics and Transforming Style, as well as taking 
the lead role in launching, promoting, and ongoing 
management of this program!

Gender Joy Gear Program 



Gender Joy Gear Program 

We are now able to provide a healthy, safe, 
and private option at no cost for youth in an 
effort to support self-determination and reduce 
common financial and/or social barriers. 
So far this program has reached:

• 75 Applicants
• 9 Recipients
• 3 More recipients to be selected for

our fourth quarter!



The response has been incredible! 

• 72% of participants considered this program 'extremely helpful'
in providing gender joy, with the remaining 28% considering it
'helpful'.

• 100% of participants said that this program had a positive
impact on their well being.

• 100% of participants would recommend this program to other
trans youth.

Gender Joy Gear Program 





• In 2021 we launched “Speaker
Spotlight”, our video series
highlighting our amazing Get
REAL facilitators, and their
journeys inspiring and educating
youth through their work.

• Since then we have released a
total of 15x Speaker Spotlight
videos, with another 5 in
production now!

Speaker Spotlight





• Last year we were so excited to launch the new educational video resource
with Purdys’ support called “Get REAL’s Picks”, an online video series where
our Get REAL staff and team members review books, films, and other
educational resources that teachers can use to enhance lessons about social
issues in the classroom!

• The video reviews are housed on our “Get REAL Library” resources page,
which will also include our own resources - such as Bind Safe, Black History
Matters, and Unconditional Love - as well as those of other organizations!

• So far we have produced 15 videos recommending 15 different books, which
have all been given away to schools in need, and we have another 25 videos
and books on the way!

Get REAL’s Picks



1. King & King - Linda de Haan
2. Red - A Crayon’s Story - Michael Hall
3. Stella Brings the Family - Mariam B. Schiffe
4. And Tango Makes Three - Peter Parnell & Justin Richardson
5. Love is Love - Michael Genhart
6. Bodies Are Cool - Tyler Feder
7. Thunder and the Noise Storms - Shezza & Jeffrey Ansloos
8. My Maddy - Gayle E. Pitman
9. Tea Dragon Society - Kay O’Neil
10. Bitter - Akwaeke Emezi
11. Pink is for Boys - Robb Pearlman
12. Our Skin - a first conversation about Race - Meghan Madison I & Jessica Ralli
13. The Boy and the Bindi - Vivek Shraya
14. Dreadnought - April Daniels
15. Ghostboys - Jewel Parker Rhodes

Get REAL's Picks so far

check out Get REALs Picks here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/getrealspicks




Small Acts Every Day

• In 2021, we launched Small Acts Every Day, our short video series featuring allyship tips from our speakers, Get
REAL community members, and broader networks, including:

o Using gender neutral language in the classroom
o Normalizing pronoun usage for everyone, in day-to-day life
o Teachers putting up small acts of visible support in classrooms, such as Pride flags, wearing Black Lives

Matter shirts, and staying on top of harmful language
o Being vulnerable and using one’s own story and lived experiences - when you feel comfortable doing so - as

a means of both education, and inspiration
o Avoiding gendered language and assumptions when asking someone about their significant other
o Keeping phrases and conversations gender-neutral in French classrooms



• Since then, we have continued expanding this campaign, working with our Get REAL team and
community members to produce additional videos on the following themes and topics:

1. Being mindful of what people may be going through when asking questions, such as “Why
aren’t you drinking tonight?”

2. Showing up for marginalized communities in the right ways
3. Understanding why the phrase “All Lives Matter” is harmful
4. Not using the adjective “crazy” to describe somebody, someone’s actions, or a situation
5. Putting your phone down to actively listen when people are engaging with you
6. How to correct someone who misgenders someone else, and how to receive that correction,

fix, and move forward
7. Not asking someone where they’re from, if you yourself don’t have a similar lived experience

to share

8. How to react when somebody comes out to you
9. Making sure that people in our lives have the capacity to listen before venting to them
10. Using one’s privilege to make space for others, such as during meetings
11. Avoiding harmful stereotypes and assumptions based on things like someone’s country of

origin
12. Not using religion as a means to oppress folks in the 2SLGBTQ+ community, and recognizing

that it is possible to be both religious and a part of the 2SLGBTQ+ community

13. Avoiding making comments about people’s bodies, even if they seem well-meaning
14. Normalizing asking someone what their pronouns are
15. Sending simple, small messages to friends letting them know you appreciate them, and

opening up a space if they did need to talk

16. Calling someone in instead of calling someone out (when possible)

17. Being kind, and thought on social media!





Small Acts Every Day - The Book

• In 2020, Get REAL Team Member Rachael
Harrison, approached us with the concept for
a children’s book based on her experiences as
a Get REAL speaker, but aimed towards
younger audiences than we currently reach
with our workshops.

• This year, we launched Small Acts Every
Day, our children's book celebrating Get
REAL's core values: Kindness, Uniqueness,
Support, and Allyship.

• “Small Acts Every Day” is a children’s book
about a student’s journey of feeling different
and the struggle to fit in, and a teacher who
notices and brings in Get REAL to run our
programming for her students.

• This K-3 picture book is an excellent mental
health and anti-bullying story that highlights
the challenges that many students face, and
encourages students to tell their story, seek
support from one another and invites readers
to ask themselves, “What small act can I do?”

check out the book or download the lesson plan here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/smallactseveryday




• Black History Matters is an educational multimedia campaign
that we launched in 2021 to uplift Black History, allyship tips,
and resources.

• This multifaceted campaign included T-Shirts featuring
beautiful QR Code depictions of four Black historical figures
Fred Thomas, Viola Desmond, Oscar Peterson, and Rosemary
Brown; a scan of any of these QR codes leads to a microsite
filled with resources, allyship tips, answers to frequently asked
questions that our facilitators receive during our Anti-Racism
Workshops.

• Since it's inception, our Get REAL team has created, produced,
and released over 28 videos videos on Black History.

black history matters



1. Martin Luther King Jr.
2. Viola Desmond
3. Bayard Rustin
4. Fredrick Douglass
5. Jackie Shane
6. James Wesley Hill
7. bell hooks
8. Mary & Henry Bibb
9. Colin Kaepernick
10. Rosemary Brown
11. Billy Preston
12. The Chatham All Stars
13. Carrie M. Best
14. Lincoln Alexander
15. Naomi Osaka
16. Sister Rosetta Tharpe
17. Seneca Village
18. Jackie Robinson
19. Lebron James
20. Fred Thomas
21. Edward Mitchell Bannister
22. Ida B. Wells
23. Michael 'Pinball' Clemons
24. Mifflin Gibbs
25. John Lewis
26. Jay-Z
27. Rose Fortune
28. Angela Davis

Black History 
Matters short 
videos:

Check out the microsite here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/black-allyship




Pride In Our History

• We launched “Pride In Our History” in  2021;
similar to Black History Matters, Pride In Our
History was a campaign to uplift 2SLGBTQ+
historical figures and events, provide education
through our lgbtqr.com microsite, as well as raise
funds for the important work of the ArQuives.

• In 2022, we were able to continue this campaign;
producing an additional 10 videos, and publishing
an additional 5, spotlighting Angela James,
Reverend Brent Hawkes, the “We Demand” Rally,
Genders Beyond The Binary Throughout History,
and a history of AIDS activism in Canada, as well
as make our donation of $1,160 to the ArQuives for
their important work preserving and amplifying
2SLGBTQ+ history.

• In 2023 we have continued publishing new videos
for this campaign, totaling in 20 videos and
counting, providing more education about
2SLGBTQ+ history!

https://arquives.ca/




1. Douglas Stewart
2. Aiyanna Maracle
3. Pat Murphy
4. Rupert Raj
5. Canadian 2SLGBTQ+ Bookstores

& Magazines
6. Operation Soap
7. Brent Hawkes
8. Angela James
9. AID's Activism
10.Douglas Wilson
11.Alan L. Hart
12.Sylvia Rivera
13.Trans March
14.Simon Nkoli
15.Harvey Milk
16.Kent Monkman
17.Keith Haring
18.'We Demand' Protest
19.Conversion Therapy Banned
20.Mutual Aid

Pride in Our 
History  
short videos:

Check out the microsite here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/lgbtqr


"Pride in our History is a video series that has allowed our team to 
spread awareness about various people and events, important to 
2SLGBTQ+ history within Canada and globally. 

The development of this resource has allowed us to dive deeper into the 
abundance of overlooked and underrepresented trail blazers who 
deserve celebration and appreciation for creating the world in which we 
can continue to do the work that we do today. 

As someone who has done the research, writing, and filming for many 
of the videos in this series, I have thoroughly enjoyed learning about 
this history and getting to share that learning journey with others; to 
date, the videos from this series have been viewed over 130,000 times, 
which is incredible. 

Thank you to our amazing partner TikTok Canada for supporting us in 
using our platform to celebrate, provide education on, and raise 
awareness of queer history and its impact on today’s present and future 
world."

Alyssa Jeffrey
Get REAL Speaker and Team Lead
for Pride In Our History





• One of the resources we were most excited to launch in 2022
were our Positive Space Kits, which were designed in response to
the countless teachers who reach out to us asking for physical
resources - flags, stickers, and buttons - to help them increase the
visibility of their positive space groups and/or G.S.A.'s (which
typically stands for Gay-Straight Alliances or Gender-Sexuality
Alliances).

• Study after study (GLSEN, University of British Columbia, etc.)
confirm that the presence of positive space groups, especially
those that are active and visible, make not only 2SLGBTQ+
students, but in face all students, feel more accepted, less
anxious, less prone to bullying and harassment, and feel
significantly safer, because of their presence.

• But so many teachers do not have adequate resources to make
their Positive Space Groups as visible, and as effective, as they
would like, which is where our Positive Space Kit comes in!

• By transforming our logos, merchandise, and educational
materials into stickers, magnets, and flags, we have been able to
create an amazing Positive Space Kit to help support teachers
and students, in their efforts to create, and amplify, their positive
space group at their schools.

Positive Space Kits

Learn More here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/positivespacegroups


• Thanks to our amazing partners, donors, and University Chapters, we are proud to say that we have been able to
provide over 200 kits to elementary schools, high schools, and middle schools in need across Canada, as well as
provide the 100 of those recipients with extra Black History Matters gear, to wear the message all year round!

• We can’t wait to continue growing the reach of our Positive Space Group and G.S.A. support, in 2024, and beyond!

Supporting Positive Space Groups 
and G.S.A.'s (around the world!)







• We are so excited to have brought back our Get
REAL Hero Awards, recognizing different
individuals, schools, and organizations going
above and beyond to create safe inclusive spaces
and make a difference in this world!

• This year, as an organization Get REAL selected
two winners;

o Adriana Withers from VC Ultimate,

o The York School Board

Get REAL Awards 

Learn more about our Awards here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/getrealawards




• “The Clinic” is a short narrative film and
educational resource to help doctors and
medical practitioners make their offices safer
and more inclusive.

• In 2022, we expanded “The Clinic” with an
informative virtual panel with multiple
doctors and Get REAL team members,
discussing the importance of accessible
gender affirming healthcare for trans and
gender non-conforming individuals

• We are also proud to say that The Clinic was
made Official Festival Selection at 9 film
festivals, around the world, winning:

o 2x Best LGBTQ+ Short Film Awards
o Best Short Film
o Best Production Value
o Best Direction
o Most Evocative/Emotional Impact

“The Clinic” 

Check Out 'The CLinic' here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/theclinicfilm




• Keep Pride in the Game is a campaign in
response to the uproar caused by
professional hockey players declining to
wear Pride warm-up jerseys during the
previous season.

• This campaign aims to promote the
importance of league-wide support for the
2SLGBTQ+ community by highlighting
that it loses its significance without the
backing of the entire league. The launch of
this initiative coincides with the NHL's
recent decision to prohibit the use of Pride
jerseys in the future.

• This resource provides information on the
importance and power of inclusion, as well
as tips to support the creation of safer
spaces in sports.

Keep Pride in the Game 

Check Out the the Video 
& LEarn more here

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/theclinicfilm




Additional Media Projects

• This year, thanks to the crucial funds raised through
our merchandise, we were able to undertake
additional original media projects, sharing our
programming and the work of our team members
with our online community of supporters, sharing
important education in accessible ways, spotlighting
important and innovative initiatives.

• Some of our original media projects from 2023  have
included:

o Our 1 Million Students carousel & video
o Social carousel for an incredible tuxedo

giveaway for a student to wear to Prom
o Nico's continued 'Good News Report'
o Speaking with CBC to discuss the importance

of Raptors Pride Night, which led into our
'Keep Pride in the Game' campaign

o An educational carousel in response to recent
book bans

o Tour wrap up videos, showing the impact of
our workshops across Canada

o Our team’s “We Say Gay” video &
merchandise promotion, fundraising for
Equality Florida

o And more!



We  have continued to find new and innovative ways to share our message, as well as provide support when 
facing specific issues that we care about!

• In the past year, we have continued to fundraise and been able to donate over $200 to
Equality Florida because of our 'We Say Gay' merchandise!

• We continue to fundraise with our 'Hoodie Cam' campaign for Colin Kapernic's 'Know
Your Rights' Camp!

Raising Awareness 

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/theclinicfilm


• We have just launched our new 'For the Love
of Humanity' toque this winter, raising funds
for Doctors without borders!

Raising Awareness 

https://www.thegetrealmovement.com/theclinicfilm


• One of our amazing team members, Max, approached us with the desire to create a selection of designs with the aim of
having not only folks from the trans community speak out and be visible in the face of increasing anti-trans and
anti-2SLGBTQ+ legislation, but to produce pieces of merch that allies would wear proudly as well.

• We then collaborated with an amazing trans tattoo artist, GRIMM, to create these three beautiful pieces to provide
different options for folks wanting to show their support, their pride, and their allyship in different ways, with funds from
the collection going to support our third cohort of 2SLGBTQ+ Virtual Counselling Program!

• “No Transphobic Bills”, “Louder than Hate”, “Louder than Fear” merchandise is now available!
o The “Louder than Hate” collection is an opportunity to wear your allyship proudly, showing trans communities

that you won’t let hate win. The hate is loud. So we need to be louder.
o The “Louder than Fear” collection lets you proudly show that you are not afraid of people being themselves. Fear

is a tactic used to feed transphobia. But this fear is often fueled by misinformation and lies. This fear is being used
to divide us. Fight back with learning and with love.

o The “No Transphobic Bills” collection is a way for us to visibly show that we are not going to be divided and that
we will not stand behind any bills that try to is trying to erase our trans family. Anti-Trans Bills aren’t just passing
in the United States. Here in Canada, we have seen aggressive protests outside of schools and violent outbursts at
board meetings, libraries stormed and teachers threatened, children at sporting events harassed and traumatized
by adults, political figures vowing to rollback protections for trans people, and a growing transphobic rhetoric that
mirrors the one developing worldwide.

Raising Awareness 





Social Media Impressions 

Social Media Totals           
from 2023:

(including other videos and social media posts)

Total Likes:
89,865

Total Reach:
1,112,437

Total Impressions:
1,550,022





Thank you so much for 
the support in 2023!

We want to sincerely thank you for your support 
in 2023. It has meant so much in terms of the 
programming that we have been able to do. 
Wishing you a healthy, safe, and happy holiday 
season from all of us at Get REAL, and we can’t 
wait to share what we have in store for 2024! 

Sincerely, 

Chris Studer & Marley Bowen
Executive Directors
The Get REAL Movement


